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. Introduction 

of the most tlme consuming jobs in stored program control of 
telephone 1S searching. at least when the structure of the 
switching is complicated enough (as it is in practically all larger 
exchanges). fields are always constructed so, that for two marginal 
points given 111 the graph the net\vork, numerous correct possibilities 
exist for determining a path connecting them. When the exchange is in function, 
however. not all theoretical possibilities come into consideration: no path 
which contains any edge in the graph. already used in another path (belonging 
to an eXlstll1g connection) is allowed. It is even possible that in a given 
state there is no path allov,ied at all. a fact resulting in a virtual busy state of the 
cailed subscriber. searching must be carried out in a very short time, as 
after dialling the caller person gets impatient if the ringing (or busy) tone has 
not m a second. t is also possible. that virtually at the same time 
hundreds or of initiate a call. so at least hundreds of 
paths must be determined in a second -- beside cl lot of other real time functions 
of the control processor. 

For fulfilling the above req uirements. it was necessary in all existing larger 
exchanges to the structure of the switching network in such special way 
that quick and algorithms could be found for path searching in them. 

This method. however. has also disadvantageous properties: the network 
cannot be designed directly on the basis of traffic and other technical 
conditions: it must fulfill simultaneously partly contradictory requirements. 
resulting in much additional costs. Another problematic situation is when the 
structure of network cannot be changed: It is e.g. given by the necessary 
combination of different exchanges. In all cases where the complicatedness of 
path searching causes a time consuDption higher than allowed by the real time 
conditions. the opportunistic solution must be accepted. where searching is 
stopped when a certain time limit has been reached. Then. although it is 
possible that there exists a convenient path. a busy tone must be given out. 
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Motivated by the above considerations, we started to look for an 
algorithm general and quick enough to be used in practice in switching 
networks of arbitrary structure. 

2. The problem of path searching 

Let us consider a simple 4 stage switching network (its graph see in Fig. 1 ). 
Path searching has been already carried out from the caller switching matrix 
Al and the called matrix A4 until stage D, also the free DD links have been 
detected. In the figure only the free paths running uninterruptedly from A 1 to 

A B C 0 --
0 2 

0 3 

4-- 0 4 

Fig. I 

A4 are marked. Now we use e.g. the minimum index principle when choosing a 
single free path: 

AI-B2- C3 -DI-D2 

from the caller. Now to the called matrix only one possibility remains: 

D2-C2-B2 A4. 

By this we have chosen link B2 - C2 twice, but this fact has not been yet 
detected by the processor. In order to eliminate double selection, the algorithm 
must check all pairs of links between the same stages. After the detection of the 
forbidden selection a new A - D path must be chosen: 

AI-B2-C2-D2-Dl. 

The returning D - A path will be now 

Dl- C2-B2-A4. 
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Here the same type of failure occurs. The next version is: 

Al - B2 - C2 - D2 - D 3 - C2 - B2 - A 4 . 

Failure. In our very simple example only the forth version will be sufficient: 

AI-B2-C2-D2-D3-C3-B2-A4. 

As a matter of course, by using another principle in choosing the paths
e.g. the maximum index principle or random choice - much earlier a "good" 
path would have been found in this case. It is clear, however, that repeated 
checking of paths and possible rejections consume a considerable amount of 
time. 

A B c o 

o o 

o 2 

o o 3 

o o o o 4 

Fig. 2 

Let us consider now a second example for another type of path 
searching problems: Two demands of connection have been raised and 
searching must be carried out practically at the same time. See e.g. the "one 
direction" network of Fig. 2 (AI to D2 and A3 to D3). After the examination of 
link conditions we choose for the first connection 

AI-B2-CI-D2. 

So in the situation of Fig. 2 the second demand must be rejected. In the case, 
however, when both demands are considered simultaneously and instead of the 
above one, the following is chosen: 

AI-B2- C2-D2. 

there remains a free path for the second connection, too: 

A3-B2-CI-D3. 
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It is again very difficult to check all alternative possibilities for one or several 
already existing connections. in order to gain a re-arrangement strategy 
carrying out these examinations one after another. 

In both the last examples the main problem is common: how to find at 
least two disjoint paths in the same network. at the same time. The problem in a 
folded network (like in Fig. 1) is also very similar. as the 1"WO main parts of a 
path namely. the foregoing and the returning parts- can be considered as 
two different foregoing paths in a simple network - only they have to reach a 
pair of matrices in the last stage. which is connected by a free link. In [lJ '.ve 
have given a transformation rule for mapping the above problems always to a 
simple foregoing path searching job although in a more complicated 
network. In the next section we are giving a brief summary of this 
transformation and then a general path searching which can always 
be used for solution of the transformed problem. Then. in Section 4. "Ye show 
the way of realizing it by cellular automata. 

3. The path 

A graph will be named a switching netvvork ) if there is a 
subset of its vertices (start vertices) so. that a) there is no path of length 1 
between any pair of them. b) there exists another subset of vertices (termination 
vertices) so. that there is at least one continuous palh between an arbitrary pair 
of vertices taken from these two subsets. (It is not necessary. that these t\vo 
subsets be disjoint or different at all.) 

A graph is named a simple SNG if the start and termination subsets are 
disjoint. 

In an SNG we name a set of paths a switching bundle if ail paths start 
and terminate in the start and termination subsets and aliare disjoint 
pair by pair. 

A simple s\vitching path (SSP) is a SF in a simple if the number of 
paths in it is 1. 

If given an SNG C. there exists an invertible . so that H 
= lvt(C) is a simple SNG and for all SP-s Pin C. if the number of paths in Pis 
not greater than a given 11, R = M(P) is SSP in H. The above statement is very 
generaL so it cannot be used practically in this form. However. the two main 
problems mentioned in Section 2. rather simple implementations can be given. 
In order to present them, some further definitions must be introduced: 

If the vertices of a simple SNG can be partitioned into 11 > 2 subsets: 

if 1=./ 
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" 
and U Si= V(G), the set of vertices in the graph), so that there is no edge 

i= 1 

between any pair of vertices taken from the same Si' the graph is named a 
staged one direction simple SNG (DG). (SI is the start. SI! the termination 
subset.) 

G 

Fig. 3 

5/ S3 

G* 

Fig. 4 

If given a DG G, there exists the mapping M, according to the statement. 
so that H = M(G) is also DG, the number of stages 11 in G and H is equal. and if 
mi.j is the number of edges between stages Si and Sj in G. in H the same numbers 
are 

(
m- -) f 1.) nz- -= 

I.] k' 

where k is the maximal number of paths in the SP-s in consideration in G. For a 
proof and construction rule of H see [1]. As illustration to the above. in Fig. 3 
we give a simple SNG, where 11 = 3, Si = 2 for i = 1. 2. 3 and k = 2. The 
corresponding H = M ( G) is to be seen in Fig. 4. 

A similar statement can be given for the folded network problem. we 
ha ve a definition. If an SN G can be partitioned in SI' .... SI! 1 forming a 
and into 

if i = 1 .... , 11 
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" 
and U 5 i = V (G)), so that 5" contains only vertices connected at least with one 

i= 1 

vertex in 5" (including the possibility of being connected with itself) and one 
vertex not in 5,,; G is named a staged folded SNG (FG). 

If given an FG G, there exists the mapping M according to the first 
statement, so that H = M (G) is DG with n stages and 

;n:.= I.J 
(

;n . . ) 
I.J 2k' 

(notations as before). 
Proof and construction rule can be found in [1]. Again, we give an 

example by the simple Figs 5 and 6 (original and transformed network. 

G 

M~ 3 .;), 

Fig. 5 

Fig. 6 
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respectively). By this method, all practically important problems were reduced 
to the searching of an SSP in a DG, although the number of links between two 
stages would be multiplied by at least 

(m) Im = (m -1 )/2 2 ' d 

(m is the number of links between two stages in the original network). Similarly, 
the number of vertices increases too. 

We have eliminated complicated path bundles, now we concentrate on 
the irregularity of networks, but consider only SSPs in DGs. The statements 
before allow this restriction. 

What are the main features of an irregular network? 
1. The dimensions of the switching matrices (SM) are different even in the 

same stage. 
2. Not all cross points exist really (it can be even time variant because of 

failures ). 
3. Some links connect not adjoining stages. (We shall name them passing 

links.) 
In our algorithm we want to model switching matrices by binary 

incidence matrices. Different SMs belonging to the same stage can be merged 
into one virtual stage SM (having no switch at certain cross points of in- and 
outgoing links). If there is no switch at a certain crosspoint (e.g. as the in- and 
the outgoing links belonging to this point do not belong in reality to the same 
SM. or because of point 2), the value in the incidence matrix must be fixed as 
"0". Else, the value is "1". Passing links are considered as two (or more)links 
connected by 1 x 1 SMs (according to each stage, where they are passing by). 
By these rules points 1-3 are eliminated as problems when each stage is 
modelled by a single binary matrix. (See e.g. Fig. 7.) 

,.... 
,.... 
(). 

0 
('). 

- [~~~ggJ 
o 0 0 1 1 
o 0 0 1 1 

ooe ( 0 

Fig. 7 
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Additionally, the permutation structure of the links between adjoining 
stages can be characterized by ordinary permutation matrices. One stage 
matrix (as above) and one permutation matrix (of the links) together form a 

-+ 0 

Po P3 
0 Pj -
0 0 P2 -

structure characteristic matrix. which is virtually stable. An arbitrary DG can 
be descri bed by n matrices: j l' .... j n' Now. the states of links at a gi ven time 
can be described by a set of vectors: fl' .. .. .1n l' which contain "! "-s at the 
positions where the corresponding link is free and "O"-s where it is busy. The 
path searching problem can be defined by i~ and in indicators. which mark the 
allowed start and termination points, respectively by "1"-s, in the case of a DG 
obtained by the transformation of an FG, however. .In is the state vector of the 
returning links (in Sn) in the original FG. 
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Given the above data, the path searching algorithm is as foHows: 

Po= .io 
for 1. ... , 11 

(0 stands for logical matrix multiplication.) 
Here. Wj (i = 0, .... III presents the subgraph containing all free paths from 

the start vertices to the termination vertices indicated by .i~ and .ill' respectively. 
Illustration of the algorithm is shown on Fig. 8. For further details of the matrix 
algorithm see [2J and [1]. 

By the sketched method we have an algorithm for finding parallelly and 
"good" paths in a simple SNG. The method operates only with simple logical 
operations, but even so. because of the high number of steps, time consumption 
can be enormous. When the original problem is complicated enough, and a 
previous application of the graph transformation is necessary. the dimensions 
of the incidence matrices grow considerably. This is a serious difficulty with the 
practical application. So. in the next section we present a method by which time 
consumption can be reduced to practically acceptable extent. 

4. algorithm in cellular fields 

In the next part we are sketching the realization of the above matrix 
algorithm by cellular automa.ta. We shall use homogeneous cellular fields built 
up of 5 neighbour 8 state automata first suggested by Codd [3]. 

As a first example. it is intended to demonstrate. how easily the 
composition of binary matrices can be solved by such cellular fields. The 
composition (0 I is defined by: 

Cjk= v (uijl\bjkl 
j 

1. .... J 
J= 1. .... J 

k= 1. .... K 

We use a cellular field of dimension J x K. (Plus the marginal cells. I The state of 
the cell with coordinates x. y is 
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I 

+ Marginal 

cells ~ 

----liII>-
bl,1 

0 

Fig. 9 

0 02,) 

o1,j o2,j-f 
I 

0 1,3 Cl:!,2 

01,2 02,1 

01,1 0 

(1,1 ) (2,1 ) 

(1,2) (2,2) 

Ccll ulor field 

o 
o 

o 

(i ,1) 

Then the algorithm is defined as follows: 

Q,q.(T =0)= (0, 0, 0) x=1. .. .. 1: y=1. .... J 

Qx.y(T 1= 0)= (Qx-1.y(T). I'x.y-l (T), sx.y(T) v (q.q'( T) /\ I'x)T))) 

x=l .... ,I:y=l .... ,J 

For Qo)T) and Qx.o(T) see Fig. 9. After the last step Cik is to be found in the 
cellular' field. 

Above process was only an illustration, as the path searching algorithm 
itself needs no repeated composition of real matrices (only if failures occur in 
the switching matrices). Needed are the following four operations: 

A) Composition of a vector and a matrix 
B) Conjunction of two vectors 
C) Transformation of vectors into unit vectors (only for path selection) 
D) Transponation of vectors or matrices 

Operation A) is a special case of the matrix composition, it can, however, 
be realized easier by a somewhat modified algorithm and in a cellular field 
I x K. The algorithm is as follows (the vector [ak ], the matrix [bjkJ): 
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Ql.y(T =0)= (0, 0, 0) 

Ql.y(T 9=0)= (CJl.y(T) V (CJo)T) 1\ CJl.y(T) (0. 0, 0) y=l, ... ,K 

For Qo)T) and Ql.y(T) see Fig. 10. For completion of the operation. K 
number of steps are needed. 

Operation B) is very simple. let us take e.g. t.vo vectors [ak] and [bk], then 

QI.y(T=O)= (ay, 0, 0) 

Ql.y(T= 1)= (q1.y(T=O) 1\ CJo)T=O)) 

if Qo.y(T=O)=(bpO,O). 

It is completed in 1 step. 

y=1. .... K 

Operation C) cannot be solved economically even by cellular automata, it 
needs K number of steps for [ak]. 

Finally, by convenient data transfer, D) can be eliminated totally as an 
operation to be counted with. 

Let us summarize now, how to construct the full algorithm: 
Given a stage in the switching network, described by an 11 x m matrix (/i) 

and a state vector U;)· Pi-I has been already computed. Then, in order to 
obtain Pi' we have to perform the following operations: 

A(Pi-l, ]i): m steps 

D(pT- I 0 ]i): ° steps 

B(pT-1o]i,Pi): 1 step 

Needed are m + 1 steps together. For preparing Pi for storing one additional 
step is necessary, so the total number of steps is m + 2. Similarly, if given ]i' Pi - 1 

Marginal cells 

0 1 (1,1) bj,j 

01 (1.2) b2,( 

, 
: c.?: 

4-

bl,;- - - bj,k 

bv - - - b2,k 

Ok - - - 02 bj,2 --- bj,k 
'---lL----"'--....J 

hg. lU 
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and W i • for obtaining and storing H'i- 1 11 + 2 steps are needed. If we have a 
switching network with stages s (dimensions of stage i are Il i - j x Ilil the total 
number of necessary steps is: 

., 1 

Lp= I (l1 i - 1 +2)+ I (l1 i +2)=4s+110+11,+2 I Il i · 

i j i 1 i= 1 

In the simple case, when Il i = 11 for all i. 

1 hom = 4s ..L ? S/l '" ? S'/l "'-'1' ,I -, .............. " • 

Let us examine now. how many steps are needed if a serial processor is 
used: 

For operation A). needed are 2nm-n steps. for operation BJ. m steps, for 
storing Pi also m steps. So the total amount of necessary steps \vith a serial 
processor IS: 

L, 2}' l1 i - 1 (l1 i +1) 
i 1 

.,- 1 

i= 1 i= 1 

=4 }' 11; )l1i+2 I 11;+I1()+n,. 
i= I i 1 

In the special case: 

hom == 4sn 2 + '2sn . 

i 1 

The time consumption rate between serial and parallel (cellular) 
processing will be e.g. in the special case discussed above: 

i hum 
Rilom == "-'s 

4:;11 2 + 2sI1 
------ ~2n. 

2sn +4.'1 

As in 'practical cases n's value is between 100 and 100.000 (for the 
transformed graphs), by using cellular algorithm an enormous saving of time 
can be reached. 

We did not take into consideration operation C) when counting the 
number of steps. It must be done in the second run. when H';-S are computed. so 

to Lp I 11; must be added. The same steps are needed in the serial case. so the 
;=0 

real value of R will be lower. e.g.: 
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4.'1172 + 3s17 
Rhonl.SP= :::::4.317. 

3s17 + 4.'1 

It is to be noted, that operation C) is needed only in the case, when at least 
one free path exists. In general. Rhonl_S practical value is somewhere between 11 

and 2/311. (It depends on traffic conditions.) 

5. 

Some illustrative simulation examinations of the algorithm [4J have been 
carried out using a special simulation language developed in our country [5], 
on a computer CDC 3300. 

We intend to go on \vith further. practical examinations, where traditional 
serial control processor(s) will be connected \vith cellular processor(s) used for 
path searching and maybe some other function: so it is tried to gain a quick and 
generally applicable control system for s\vitching exchanges. 

After a surve) of the important statements in the pap'~r "A mathematical model of path searching in 
general type switching networks" (appeared formerly in the journall this paper treats with possible 
implementation for cellular automata of the algorithm introduced there. The cellular field used here consists 
of 5 neighbour 1\ state cells. 

The final statement of the paper concerns the comparison of running times required by a traditional 
serial processor and by the cellular field. respectivcl): by paraiiel processing this running time can be reduced 
to its fracture. 
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